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We, Anita Aboagye-Agyeman, an Assistant Federal Public Defender in the
District of New Jersey, and Alison K. Guernsey, the Director of the University of
Iowa College of Law’s Federal Criminal Defense Clinic, appreciate the opportunity to
present our views with respect to the federal Bureau of Prisons’ (“BOP”) continued
mishandling of the COVID-19 pandemic.
We write in our personal capacities, as experienced federal criminal defense
lawyers who have spent the past 13 months representing indigent individuals seeking
compassionate release under 18 U.S.C. § 3582(c) in various federal district courts
across the nation. Not only have we spent incalculable amounts of time listening to
the difficult stories our clients and our colleagues’ clients have told about the
conditions of confinement in the BOP, but we have also spent substantial time
tracking the BOP’s ever-changing infection and death data to ensure that what is
happening is not easily erased.
With this background, our comments will have a tripartite focus. First, we want
to highlight the very human toll of the BOP’s continued failure to protect those it
houses behind its walls. We want to say the names of the known mothers, fathers,
siblings, friends, and neighbors who have lost their lives. Second, we want to
emphasize the disturbing fact that the real scope of that human toll remains unclear.
This is because there is an utter lack of transparency about both the COVID-19
infection rate and the number and circumstances of the deaths in all institutions
where the federal Government imprisons people with a federal hold: federally
managed prisons, federally managed halfway houses, and privately managed facilities
with federal contracts (collectively, “federal facilities”). And third, we will offer
modest suggestions for next steps that we believe will be critical to understanding the
true impact of COVID-19 in the BOP.
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First, the human toll. According to the current, official data from the BOP, as
of April 12, 2021, there have been 240 people who have died from COVID-19 while
in federal facilities.3 That number includes 230 people who died in prisons and
halfway houses, and ten people who died in privately run contract facilities.4 This
number is inaccurate. As outlined below, there have been at least 248 deaths in federal
facilities since the start of the pandemic in March 2020. In other words, the BOP’s
data is wrong. A full list of those who have died—and whose names we know—is
attached to this testimony.5 But to understand, with just a glance, the scope of that
loss, here are just fourteen people who have died:
• Eric Spiwak, 73, a Vietnam veteran who received a Purple Heart
and Bronze Star Medal for Valor;
• Sandra Kincaid, 69, a mother and grandmother who was known
to go out of her way to help others;
• Daniel Lee Vadnais, 56, a skilled marine mechanic and father;
• Richard Nesby, 55, a father to 15 children who described him as
funny, family-oriented, and a versatile handyman;
• Daniel Kimbrough, 53, a Bemidji State University graduate who
was a wonderful singer and avid gardener;
• Carlos Caldero Mendoza, 60, a loving husband and father with no
prior involvement in the criminal legal system;
• Saferia Johnson, 36, the mother of two children and who had
worked with the juvenile justice department;
• Matthew Shubart, 41, a chef and beloved son;
• Armando Velasquez, 70, a father to 6 daughters, a farmworker,
Fed. Bureau of Prisons, COVID-19 Cases, https://www.bop.gov/coronavirus/
Id.
5 See also University of Iowa College of Law, Federal Criminal Defense Clinic, Compassionate
Release: People Who Have Died in Federal Custody, https://law.uiowa.edu/compassionate-releasework (last visited Apr. 12, 2021)
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and a truckdriver;
• Dewayne (“G-Wayne”) Antonio Mitchell, 43, a devoted father to
five children known to have a “heart of gold”;
• Andrea High Bear, 30, a member of the Cheyenne River Sioux
Tribe and loving mother of six children who left behind “a legacy
of love, grit, and determination”;
• Brandon Lavon Patton, 29, a loving father, brother, and friend
who died at Nevada Southern Detention Center, a federally
contracted private prison, while awaiting sentencing;
• Patrick Estell Jones, 49, the first person with a federal hold to die
from Covid-19, was “a wiz in the kitchen” and a member of St.
James Methodist Church in Temple, TX; and
• Waylon Young Bird, 52, member of the Cheyenne River Sioux
Tribe, a son, father, and grandfather with “a generous spirit”
Of the more than two hundred people the BOP currently counts as having died
from COVID-19 in federal facilities, approximately 55 had asked for compassionate
release from the BOP and—upon being denied—sought relief from the federal
district courts. 6 In these 55 motions, those seeking release highlight the inability to
engage in self-protective measures in the BOP; discuss their fear of dying in prison;
and highlight their medical conditions as “extraordinary and compelling reasons”7 to
return home.
Seventeen of those 55 people who eventually filed their motions for
compassionate release with a district court died while those motions were pending;
around 36 had their motions denied by the district court; and at least 2 had their
motions granted but died before they could be released.8
See University of Iowa College of Law, Federal Criminal Defense Clinic, Compassionate
Release: People Who Have Died in Federal Custody, https://tinyurl.com/an7rpxxs (last visited
Apr. 12, 2021). Several more people died without having done so.
7 18 U.S.C. § 3582(c)(1)(A)(i)
8 See University of Iowa College of Law, Federal Criminal Defense Clinic, Compassionate
Release: People Who Have Died in Federal Custody, https://tinyurl.com/an7rpxxs (last visited
6
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To say that only 55 of the people who died had filed for compassionate release,
however, is certainly an undercount. The 55 number accounts for only those people
who eventually filed their request with the federal district court upon getting nowhere
with the BOP. The number of people who asked for compassionate release from the
BOP before dying and who never filed with the federal district courts is unknown—
that data does not appear publicly—but it is likely much higher.
But even assuming only 55 of those who died requested compassionate release
from the BOP, in not even one of those cases did the BOP move for release on the
person’s behalf. This is even though in almost every single press release it issued
announcing a new death, the BOP touted the person’s pre-existing medical conditions
as a purported explanation for their death.9
A good example is the case of James Lee Wheeler, from North Carolina, who
was known to his friends as “Frank.” Mr. Wheeler suffered from 4 conditions that
placed him at risk: heart issues, diabetes, hypertension, and COPD.10 Not to mention
he was 77-years old. 11 In response to his motion for a reduced sentence, prosecutors
argued that the Court should not be concerned because the BOP had “taken
significant measures in an effort to protect the health of the inmates in its charge.”12
Despite the prosecution’s claim, however, Mr. Wheeler was not safe. He was
diagnosed with COVID on November 17, 2020.13 He remained isolated for 8 days
and was then taken to the hospital.14 Mr. Wheeler died on December 7, 2021.15 The
next day, the BOP issued a press release announcing Mr. Wheeler’s death, noting that
he “had long-term, pre-existing medical conditions which the CDC lists as risk factors
for developing more severe COVID-19 disease.” 16
Apr. 12, 2021).
9 Fed. Bureau of Prisons, Press Releases, https://www.bop.gov/resources/press_releases.jsp
(last visited Apr. 12, 2021)
10 United States v. Wheeler, 3:03-cr-00739-JGC, Doc. 2281 at 9-10 (N.D. Ohio May 5, 2020)
(Supplement to Motion for a Reduced Sentence).
11 Id. at 9.
12 United States v. Wheeler, 3:03-cr-00739-JGC, Doc. 2282 at 5 (N.D. Ohio May 15, 2020)
(Government Response to Supplement to Motion for a Reduced Sentence).
13 Fed. Bureau of Prisons, Press Release, Inmate Death at Terra Haute (Dec. 8, 2020),
https://tinyurl.com/jt4kcx9w
14 Id.
15 Id.
16 Id.
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Or John Rodrigues. Mr. Rodrigues, a 65-year-old man from Hawaii, died on
December 15, 2020. 17 Mr. Rodrigues suffered from obesity, diabetes, and kidney
disease18—conditions the CDC recognizes to be serious risk factors for COVID-19. 19
Despite these conditions, DOJ prosecutors argued against his release on the grounds
the BOP had his care under control and the COVID-19 infection rates at his prison
were too low to warrant release.20 Even when Mr. Rodrigues was hospitalized and
struggling to breathe, DOJ prosecutors continued to argue for him to remain in
prison because it was safer.21 In its press release announcing Mr. Rodrigues’s death,
the BOP finally acknowledged what Mr. Rodrigues had been arguing all along: he
“had long-term, preexisting medical conditions which the CDC lists as risk factors for
developing more severe COVID-19 disease.”22
More recently, Jaime Benavides, a 49-year-old man from Texas, died from
COVID-19 while being housed at MCFP Springfield. 23 Mr. Benavides was serving a
30-month sentence for a marijuana-trafficking offense,24 and at the time of his death,
he had served 20 of those months.25 As though his death were not tragic enough, the
last months of Mr. Benavides’s life in the BOP must have been horrible. He was first
diagnosed with COVID-19 on December 18, 2020.26 The BOP considered him
“recovered” on December 28, 2020, but he was hospitalized on March 25, 2021 as his
Fed. Bureau of Prisons, Press Release, Inmate Death at USP Tucson (Dec. 16, 2020),
https://tinyurl.com/jt6rjh98
18 United States v. Rodrigues, 1:08-cr-00668-JAO, Doc. 177 at 1-2 (D. Hawaii Oct. 8, 2020)
(Motion for a Reduced Sentence).
19 Ctrs. for Disease Control and Prevention, People with Certain Medical Conditions (Mar. 29,
2021), https://tinyurl.com/5zvudb3e
20 United States v. Rodrigues, 1:08-cr-00668-JAO, Doc. 183 at 12-14 (D. Hawaii Oct. 26, 2020)
(Government Response in Opposition to Motion for a Reduced Sentence).
21 United States v. Rodrigues, 1:08-cr-00668-JAO, Doc. 197 at 4 (D. Hawaii Dec. 11, 2020)
(Government Supplemental Response in Opposition to a Reduced Sentence).
22 Fed. Bureau of Prisons, Press Release, Inmate Death at USP Tucson (Dec. 16, 2020),
https://tinyurl.com/jt6rjh98
23 Fed. Bureau of Prisons, Press Release, Inmate Death at MCFP Springfield (Apr. 7, 2021),
https://tinyurl.com/bxx3p9u3
24 United States v. Benavides, 5:19-cr-01324, Doc. 36 at 2 (S.D. Tex. Mar. 4, 2020) (Judgment).
25 United States v. Benavides, 5:19-cr-01324, Doc. 4 (S.D. Tex. Aug. 13, 2019) (noting that Mr.
Rodrigues was kept in custody at his initial appearance where he remained).
26 Fed. Bureau of Prisons, Press Release, Inmate Death at MCFP Springfield (Apr. 7, 2021),
https://tinyurl.com/bxx3p9u3
17
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“condition worsened.” 27 Just days later, on April 4, he died. 28 In the press release, the
BOP notes he “had long-term, preexisting medical conditions which the CDC lists as
risk factors for developing more severe COVID-19 disease.”29
Not only is Mr. Benavides the latest individual to die while in BOP custody
from COVID-19 despite the BOP’s recognition that he was medically at risk, but he is
also the twelfth person the BOP has listed as “recovered” from COVID-19 only to
have the person then die. Those twelve people are:
•
•
•
•
•
•

Jaime Benavides (April 4, 2021)30
Leonard Williams (April 3, 2021)31
Fernando Marulanda Trujillo (Mar. 25, 2021) 32
Shauntae Hill (Jan. 21, 2021)33
Harry Cunningham (Jan. 15, 2021) 34
Kevin Gayles (Jan. 12, 2021)35

Id.
Id.
29 Id.
30 Id.
31 Fed. Bureau of Prisons, Press Release, Inmate Death at MCFP Springfield (Apr. 7, 2021),
https://tinyurl.com/5eur96mp (“[I]n accordance with Centers for Disease Control and
Prevention (CDC) guidelines, Mr. Williams was converted to a status of recovered following
the completion of medical isolation and presenting with no symptoms.”).
32 Fed. Bureau of Prisons, Press Release, Inmate Death at FCI Ft. Dix (Mar. 29, 2021),
https://tinyurl.com/dd9czf (“[I]n accordance with” CDC guidelines, “Mr. Marulanda
Trujillo was converted to a status of recovered following the completion of medical isolation
and presenting with no symptoms.”).
33 Fed. Bureau of Prisons, Press Release, Inmate Death at FCI Terre Haute (Jan. 21, 2021),
https://tinyurl.com/3tkm5z2x (“[I]n accordance with” CDC guidelines, “Mr. Hill was
converted to a status of recovered following the completion of medical isolation and
presenting with no symptoms.”).
34 Fed. Bureau of Prisons, Press Release, Inmate Death at FCI Memphis (Jan. 15, 2021),
https://tinyurl.com/42z66p4x (“[I]n accordance with” CDC guidelines, “Mr. Cunningham
was converted to a status of recovered following the completion of medical isolation and
presenting with no symptoms.”).
35 Fed. Bureau of Prisons, Press Release, Inmate Death at FCI Jesup (Jan. 12, 2021),
https://tinyurl.com/y9a7czun (“[I]n accordance with” CDC guidelines, “Mr. Gayles was
converted to a status of recovered following the completion of medical isolation and
presenting with no symptoms.”).
27
28
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•
•
•
•
•
•

Carmelo Estrada (Dec. 29, 2020)36
Christopher Carey (Dec. 18, 2020)37
Barry Johnson (Sep. 26, 2020)38
Ricky Lynn Miller (Sep. 17, 2020)39
Marie Neba (Aug. 25, 2020)40
Adrian Solarzano (May 27, 2020)41

With the passage of the First Step Act of 2018, Congress made clear that it
intended the BOP to more broadly use its compassionate-release authority. 42 And the
BOP had a chance to do so in each of the more than 200 instances in which people in
its custody died. The BOP even publicly recognized post-mortem that the people who
had died were at risk for more severe illness and death. But these individuals’
stories—and the stories of many others like them—show that the BOP has failed to
realize Congress’s intent. Instead, the agency, and the broader Department of Justice
that oversees it, has circumvented congressional goals, ensuring only the loss of lives
in the process.
Fed. Bureau of Prisons, Press Release, Inmate Death at MCFP Springfield (Dec. 29, 2020),
https://tinyurl.com/3vsmx87j (“[H]e was found to be stable and asymptomatic for COVID19 related symptoms, and assigned to a unit with 24-hour nursing staff.”)
37 Fed. Bureau of Prisons, Press Release, Inmate Death at FCI Lompoc (Dec. 18, 2020),
https://tinyurl.com/n42j6xxj (“[I]n accordance with” CDC guidelines “Mr. Carey was
considered recovered after completing isolation and presenting no symptoms.”)
38 Fed. Bureau of Prisons, Press Release, Inmate Death at FCI Edgefield (Sept. 25, 2020),
https://tinyurl.com/9xzu56f4 (He was “asymptomatic and was released from isolation.”)
39 Fed. Bureau of Prisons, Press Release, Inmate Death at FCI Butner (Low) (Sept. 17,
2020), https://tinyurl.com/npner4y5 (“[He] tested positive for COVID-19. On Monday,
July 6, 2020, Mr. Miller tested negative for COVID-19.”).
40 Fed. Bureau of Prisons, Press Release, Inmate Death at FMC Carswell (Aug. 26, 2020),
https://tinyurl.com/6xfu3sea (“On Tuesday, August 4, 2020, Ms. Neba was considered
recovered by medical staff as determined by CDC guidelines.”).
41 Fed. Bureau of Prisons, Press Release, Inmate Death at FCI Terminal Island (May 27,
2020), https://tinyurl.com/knrhhwyt (“[I]n accordance with Centers for Disease Control
and Prevention (CDC) guidelines, Mr. Solarzano was converted to a status of recovered
following the completion of isolation and presenting with no symptoms.”).
42 See 164 Cong. Rec. S7314-02, 2018 WL 6350790 (Dec. 5, 2018) (statement of Senator
Cardin, co-sponsor of First Step Act) (“[T]he bill expands compassionate release . . . and
expedites compassionate release applications.”); see also United States v. Brown, 457 F. Supp. 3d
691, 700 (S.D. Iowa 2020) (noting the First Step Act listed its changes under the title of
“Increasing the Use and Transparency of Compassionate Release” (citing First Step Act of
2018, § 603(b), 132 Stat. at 5239)).
36
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Second, as disturbing as the human toll of the pandemic is, we are equally
concerned that we do not actually know the real human toll. Two weeks ago, the BOP
finally admitted that it has been fudging its cumulative COVID-19 infection numbers.
A BOP spokesperson confirmed to The Marshall Project that COVID-19 infection
data at BOP facilities has been inaccurate because the BOP removes from its count
cases of anyone who was released from custody.43
We’ve known the BOP’s numbers have been inaccurate for a while because we
could see it in the daily reporting. The University of Iowa College of Law’s Federal
Criminal Defense Clinic has been tracking the cumulative infection rate daily for each
facility since August 2020.44 As part of that process, the Clinic took the BOP’s own
data for each facility and created a spreadsheet divided by institution.45 Given the
BOP’s data purportedly includes both positive and recovered people,46 the total
number of people infected should never drop and either remain constant or increase
as there are more infections. But that was not what the BOP was reporting.
The daily reports were (and continue to be) overwhelmed by prisons reporting
a certain number of infected and recovered people, only to have that number decrease
one day and then increase or remain at the lower number the next. 47 We did not know
the reason for these fluctuations until the BOP’s recent admission. But the impact of
the failure to keep accurate data is quite clear when looking at less than one month of
reporting for just a handful of federal facilities. All the red boxes are red flags. They
signal dates when the infection rate dropped. Dates when we can’t trust the data:48
The Marshall Project, A State-by-State Look at Coronavirus in Prisons,
https://tinyurl.com/2vbhh2mf (last visited Apr. 12, 2021); see also Joshua Manson & Liz
DeWolf, The Federal Bureau of Prisons Is Even Less Transparent than We’d Thought (Apr. 2, 2021),
https://uclacovidbehindbars.org/blog/bopdata
44 University of Iowa College of Law, Federal Criminal Defense Clinic, Compassionate Release:
Graphing COVID Cases in the Bureau of Prisons, https://law.uiowa.edu/compassionate-releasework (last visited Apr. 12, 2021).
45 Id.
46 Fed. Bureau of Prisons, COVID-19 Cases, https://www.bop.gov/coronavirus/ (last visited
Apr. 12, 2021) (noting data includes “confirmed positive test numbers” and “recoveries”).
47 University of Iowa College of Law, Federal Criminal Defense Clinic, Compassionate Release:
Graphing COVID Cases in the Bureau of Prisons, https://law.uiowa.edu/compassionate-releasework (last visited Apr. 12, 2021).
48 The full spreadsheet can be found at: University of Iowa College of Law, Federal Criminal
Defense Clinic, Compassionate Release: Graphing COVID Cases in the Bureau of Prisons,
https://law.uiowa.edu/compassionate-release-work (last visited Apr. 12, 2021).
43
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Given the problems with this data, it is no surprise that the UCLA Law
School’s COVID-19 Behind Bars Data Project has given the BOP’s data-reporting an
“F.” 49
Concerns over the BOP’s data does not stop with infection rates, however. It
also includes its accounting of deaths. As mentioned above, as of April 12, 2021, the
BOP is reporting 230 deaths in its facilities and ten deaths in privately managed
facilities.50 But just the week before, the BOP reported 15 deaths in privately managed
facilities. According to our record keeping, as of April 7, 2021, the BOP chose to
remove from the website any reference to the 4 deaths at CI Moshannon Valley and 1
death at CI Rivers. And this is not the first time the BOP has reduced the number of
deaths. In January 2021, the BOP reported 3 deaths at D. Ray James Correctional
Facility. Those 3 deaths disappeared from the site in February 2021. That’s 8 people
that the BOP originally listed as dead, yet has since removed from its total.
When this concerning discrepancy was brought to the BOP’s attention, Scott
Taylor, from the BOP’s Office of Public Affairs explained that the deaths had been
removed from the site because people with federal holds no longer reside at the
facilities.51 To begin with, despite this claim, the BOP still lists CI Moshannon Valley,
Joshua Manson & Liz DeWolf, The Federal Bureau of Prisons Is Even Less Transparent than
We’d Thought (Apr. 2, 2021), https://uclacovidbehindbars.org/blog/bopdata
50 Fed. Bureau of Prisons, COVID-19 Cases, https://www.bop.gov/coronavirus/
51 Email from Scott Taylor, BOP Office of Public Affairs, to Keri Blakinger, The Marshall
Project (Apr. 8, 2021), https://tinyurl.com/2sdurwst
49
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CI Rivers, and D. Ray James Correctional Facility on its website:52

Additionally, and much more important, the simple fact the privately managed
facilities no longer incarcerate people with federal holds does not resurrect those who
died there when the facilities did. And by removing historical data, the BOP is failing
to provide accurate information about the impact of the pandemic on those over
whom the Department of Justice is supposed to have control.
The BOP’s lack of transparency and reliance on its inaccurate data has both an
effect on the administration of justice and raises public health concerns. In 2009, the
DOJ called on all its agencies—including the BOP—“to reaffirm the government’s
commitment to accountability and transparency.” 53 But BOP’s response to the
pandemic in prisons suggests that this call to action was a mere formality. Even before
the pandemic, we lacked basic information about incarcerated people’s deaths.54
Transparency about deaths and infections is critical because DOJ prosecutors
and the courts frequently rely on this data in deciding compassionate release motions
and evaluating the dangers someone may face in prison. As outlined in just a few
examples above, over the course of this pandemic, prosecutors have claimed in their
opposition to motions for compassionate release that the DOJ is taking aggressive
Fed. Bureau of Prisons, Our Locations, https://www.bop.gov/locations/list.jsp (last visited
Apr. 13, 2021).
53 U.S. Dept of Justice, Office of Information Policy, Government Transparency,
https://www.justice.gov/oip/government-transparency (last visited Apr. 13, 2021).
54 Jamie Nawaday & Jack Donson, A Better Way to Run the Federal Bureau of Prisons, THE HILL
(Aug. 22, 2019), https://tinyurl.com/26hjrrtd
52
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action to prevent the spread of COVID-19 in federal prisons and that the BOP
infection numbers and data about prisoner bear this out.
But, as we now know, the figures on which prosecutors and courts have been
relying are inaccurate. This erroneous data allows prosecutors to mislead the federal
courts and the public about the true impact of COVID in prisons, which plays a role
in courts’ decisions to deny motions for compassionate release. As the federal
government’s lawyer-in-chief, one of the DOJ’s roles is to maintain public confidence.
But when the lawyer-in-chief and a federal agency it is charged with overseeing
mislead the courts—who deny compassionate release motions because they believe,
inaccurately, that the BOP and contract facilities have things under control—it neither
promotes justice nor protects the public.
Accurate record keeping is also a public-health necessity. Earlier this year,
Senators Elizabeth Warren and Cory Booker, along with Congresswomen Ayanna
Pressley and Sylvia Garcia urged Congressional leaders to include in the COVID-19
relief package portions of the COVID-19 in Corrections Data Transparency Act, a bill
that would require, in part, the BOP, and U.S. Marshals service to collect and publicly
report detailed data about COVID-19 cases, hospitalizations, deaths, and vaccinations
in federal, state, and local correctional facilities. Public health professionals like Dr.
Brie Williams, Professor of Medicine at the University of San Francisco and Director
of AMEND, endorsed the bill. Dr. Williams noted that “without accurate, timely and
comprehensive data about the impact of COVID-19 in prisons, we are at an
extraordinary disadvantage in the fight to keep people who live or work in prisons and
their surrounding communities safe from the pandemic” and a failure to access and
analyze this data today leaves us less prepared to address future infectious disease
outbreaks. 55
The question that remains is this: what do we do now? We believe that
Congress can take modest steps to remedy these issues.
First, Congress can and should direct the DOJ and BOP to release information
about everyone who has died while in federally run facilities, private prisons with
federal contracts, and federally controlled halfway houses. Even if the agency cannot
include the names of those individuals in the press releases, it should issue “John
Press Release from Sen. Elizabeth Warren, Warren, Murray, Booker, Pressley, Garcia,
Colleagues Will Reintroduce COVID-19 in Corrections Data Transparency Act,
https://www.warren.senate.gov/newsroom/press-releases/warren-murray-booker-pressleygarcia-colleagues-will-reintroduce-covid-19-in-corrections-data-transparency-act (last visited
Apr. 13, 2021).
55
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Doe” press releases that include the gender, age, race, and information about whether
the person suffered from an underlying condition that made them more susceptible to
COVID-19. It would also help to know if the person sought compassionate release
with the federal Bureau of Prisons before their death. The BOP should also disclose
how they track deaths in each facility, thereby explaining otherwise suspect
fluctuations.
Second, the BOP should disclose the number of individuals it categorized as
recovered who were later reinfected with the virus. It should detail how many of those
individuals who it considered recovered later died from the virus. Crucially, the agency
should tell us how it determines that individuals have recovered. It is currently unclear
whether the determination that an individual has recovered is made by medical staff
or by correctional officers who lack any medical training.
Third, as more people get vaccinated, Congress should ensure that the DOJ
and BOP are transparent about the process. Although the BOP currently provides the
number of staff and incarcerated people that have been vaccinated at different
facilities, it does not include the total number of staff at those facilities. Without this
information, it is impossible to know the actual rates of vaccination. The vaccination
rate at a facility with 100 staff members, all of whom have been vaccinated, is much
different from that with 1000 staff members, only a 100 of whom have been
vaccinated. This information is important because Courts are increasingly relying on
vaccination rates in deciding compassionate release motions. Inaccurate information
does not serve the ends of justice.
Finally, the DOJ and BOP should release accurate information about the
number of incarcerated people and staff who have been offered and refused
vaccinations and why. News reports reveal that prison staff are refusing the vaccine
because of the fear of side effects; because of conspiracy theories; and because they
have been discouraged by prisons’ handling of the virus.56 The refusal of staff and
incarcerated people to be vaccinated threatens efforts to control the pandemic both
inside and outside of prisons. But unless we know the specific reasons why staff and
incarcerated people at BOP facilities, federally contracted private prisons and halfway
houses are refusing to be vaccinated, we cannot address their specific concerns.
Nicole Lewis & Michael Sisak, “Hell No”: Correctional Officers Are Declining The Coronavirus
Vaccine En Masse, THE MARSHALL PROJECT, Mar. 15, 2021, https://tinyurl.com/d3et49vk;
Testimony of BOP Dir. Carvajal, House Committee on Appropriations, COVID Outbreaks
and Management Challenges: Evaluating the Federal Bureau of Prisons’ Pandemic Response and the Way
Forward (Mar. 18, 2021), https://tinyurl.com/9bf8m5d7 (noting 49% of staff have refused
the virus).
56
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We recognize that many more reforms are required to ensure complete
transparency and accountability in the BOP as we continue to grapple with its
handling of the pandemic. But as defenders, we have watched our clients and our
colleagues’ clients become gravely ill and even die when they were eligible for
compassionate release. And their deaths are based, in part, on the failure of the BOP
to be transparent about what is happening in its facilities. We believe that increased
transparency in reporting and institutional consistency are modest and good places to
start in dealing with the pandemic.
Finally, we submit this testimony in memory of all those people the BOP failed
to protect, including:

Guadalupe Ramos

Bobby Lee Medford

Cipriano Chavez-Alvarez

Ivan Gonzalez-Ramirez
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Eric Spiwak

Brandon Lavon Patton

Victor Cruz

Marie Neba

Patrick Estell Jones

Richard Nesby
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Waylon Young Bird

Alonzo Garza-Salazar

Saferia Johnson

Fabian Tinsley
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Margariti Garcia-Fragoso

Andrea Circle Bear

Scott Cutting, Sr.

Dwayne Antoine Mitchell
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